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Over the past ten years, China’s involvement in nuclear power has increased dramatically. The country has 
seemingly unlimited resources to build nuclear power centers and has no qualms about using these 
resources. Because of this, China is the world’s fastest growing nuclear-energy competitor, with 20 reactors 
in operation and 28 currently under construction and they plan to build even more. While some countries 
are spurning nuclear energy for the currently low-priced natural gas, China is proceeding full force with the 
building of nuclear power plants, proclaiming that this is the solution to the widespread problem of 
pollution that exists in most of the country. Truly learning from the West, China has become completely 
self-sufficient in nuclear reactor design and construction, and is even able to vastly improve upon the 
current reactor plans. This heavy investment in nuclear power can be used as an example for the rest of the 
world to step away from dependence on fossil fuels as an energy source. Also, this increased involvement 
in the safe use of nuclear energy can help remove the bad reputation of this specific energy source.  
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